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ABSTRACT

This project has an objective to create the website

as

an adventure tour packages online reservation website. It covers 4 parts that are very
important for creating a general online reservation website as follows:
First is business concept. The project refers to the company background; the way
the company can generate revenues from the website, project cost, project benefit and
break-even point analysis.
The second part is the project's contents cover about marketing and strategy plans
in promoting the website. The project describes how to compete with competitors by
using SWOT analysis and marketing strategies such as 4P strategies. <Product, Price,
Place and Promotiom
Besides, in the third part, this project also mentions about all the elements that are
related to booking and transaction process such as database system, security system,
booking and payment process and important policies that should be infonned to
customers, for example, booking and refund policies.
In the fourth part, the project presents the website prototype design and
development such as site map, website content; identify content, logo, page mock up,
layout grid and all prototypes of web pages together with reasons in designing the logo
and the web page.
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I.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background of Project
At present, one of the most internet-used businesses is tourism business, such as

tour agencies, hotels, airlines and car rentals have become click and mortar organization
and use internet to be the important tool for increasing the effectiveness of selling,
servicing and advertising.
From this point of view, this project is designed with the purpose of providing
adventure tour packages online reservation because among the tour packages, the
adventure tour program is very attractive and interesting for many tourists from many
countries especially from Europe, United States and Japan. Therefore, we see the great
opportunity to create the online reservation service for this kind of customers.
In addition, we realize that most of the tourists are the Europeans who come for a
long period of time and visit many destinations. Thus, we will also provide packages in
the neighboring countries beyond Thailand such as Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar. We
believe that these countries will attract the tourists because they still have many unseen
places that await discovery.
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1.2

Objectives of Project
The objective of this project is to design and create a website to:
(1)

Provide many kinds of adventure tour packages information for the
customers such as trekking, river rafting, climbing, canoeing, mountain
biking, fishing, diving and etc. in Thailand and neighbouring countries like
Myanmar, Laos and Vietnam.

(2)

Provide convenience for customers in making an adventure tour packages
online reservation they are interested in.

1.3

Scope of this Project
The scope of this project is Advenjoumey.com that will act as the online

adventure tour center providing the adventure programs in Thailand and neighbouring
countries like Vietnam, Laos and Myanmar. Customers can search and see many
packages they are interested about like all kinds of adventure tours such as trekking,

climbing, canoeing, river rafting, mountain biking, fishing, diving and etc. After that,
they can book and pay for the package on the website.
This project will focus on establishing a prototype website based on target groups
which are:
(1)

Tourists from many countries especially Europe, United States and Japan
who prefer to travel adventurously in Thailand and/or in neighbouring
countries.
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1.4 Deliverables
The complete project will be delivered in 3 formats as follows:

(1)

Hard copy of final report

(2)

Prototype of Web Page Design

(3)

Power Point Presentation
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II.
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

The Concept of Electronic Business and Electronic Commerce
Electronic Business has a broader meaning than E-commerce. It is not only
conducting business on the internet, buying and selling products and service but
also servicing customers and collaborating with business partners. The term
conveys that the business is conducted entirely online.

Electronic Commerce or E-commerce is conducting business communications
and transaction via computers and over networks. It is the buying and selling of
goods and services through digital communication. E-commerce also includes
transactions on the World Wide Web and Internet such as electronics funds
transfer, smart cards and digital cash.

2.2

The Internet and Tourism - How Are They Related?
The internet has created a universal platform for communication and
presentation- a truly open, global network. Increasingly it will be accessed from
different types of equipment-TV, mobile devices, in-car technology, terrestrial
phones, kiosks, computer games consoles, etc. - for a range of purposes. The cost
of access is going down and the speed of access is going up. The web is becoming
more useful (in terms of functions and content) and more user- friendly. This is a
powerful combination of factors driving increased usage.

Tourism and the internet are ideal partners for consumers, when they are
planning a trip to a new destination. They face the problem of making a costly
purchase without being able to see the product. The internet provides them with
the means to gain immediate access to relevant information of grater variety and
4

depth than has been available previously, about destinations throughout the world;
and to book quickly and easily.

For tourism destinations and businesses, it offers the potential to make
information and booking facilities available to large numbers of consumers at a
relatively low cost; it enables them to make large-scale savings on the production
and distribution of print and on other traditional activities (e.g. call centers and
information centers); and it provides a tool for communication and relationship
development with tourism suppliers and market intermediaries, as well as endconsumers.

Tourism has a key difference from most other sectors of e-commerce-its
consumer goes and collects the product at the point of production -i.e. the
destination. Thus the tourism sector avoids the need to deliver products around the
world - a task that faces real logistical problems that have been a major source of
customer dissatisfaction.

These factors, taken together, have resulted in the travel and tourism sector
taking a larger and larger share of e-commerce globally. As a result, the internet is
revolutionizing the distribution of tourism information and sales. Not only does it
provide tourism destinations and businesses with direct access to end consumers,
but it is also becoming the primary channel for business communication.
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2.3

Benefits of Reservation Online

Reservations of tour packages online have many benefits for both the
company and the customers as follows:
Benefits to Company
<1>,

Minimize cost of operation

With reservation online, it can minimize the cost of the sales person.
Besides, it also reduces the cost of communication such as overseas
calls, brochures, leaflets and fax to the customers. With confirmed
online reservations by e-mail or automatic mailing system, the
company will reduce the money spent on answering the phone.
(2)

Minimize time in servicing and contacting

Because reservation only uses the internet technology, therefore the
company can respond to customers rapidly without being concerned
about the different time. Customers will receive confirmation in real

time or when they open their mail. In addition, the company can send
e-mail to many potential customers simultaneously.
(3)

Competitive Advantage

The company can not change consumer behavior. If a potential
customer prefers to book online, the company can not force them to
pick up the phone. So, while competitors provide products online but
you do not offer online booking, potential customers will reserve at
other companies that do. As mentioned above, online channel is
another channel to compete with competitors.
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(4)

Able to control information to the customers

Creating and managing their own websites, companies have complete
control over all property information in the system. It is easy to
administer and maintain contents, price, itinerary and allotments. It is
even easier " the latest version will update rates and availability
automatically with a click of a button.

Benefits to Customers

<1>

Make customers have more convenience in planning their trip
As travelers become increasingly Internet-savvy, they want to be able
to plan their trips online, compare among several packages, compare
the price, selecting destinations and lodging at their convenience
unconstrained by the demands of day-to-day differing places and time
zones. According to PhoCusWright, a travel research company, gross
online travel bookings are projected to reach $23 billion in 2001 -- a
58% increase compared with 2000 -- and will reach $40.l billion in
2003.

(2)

Reservation online can service customers 24 hours a day and 7
days a week.

Via the Internet, customers can reach the company's service 24 hours
a day and 7 days a week to see package information, check
availability, and reserve package. With online bookings, the
company's reservation desk is always open. Customers can receive an

7

instant confirmation, 24 hours a day, and know that their reservation is
secure.
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2.4

Critical Success Factors of E-business Strategy: Travel Agency
The transformation from a traditional cpurely offline) travel agency to a modern,

high tech and mostly hybrid (both offiine and online) agency is a long and risky process.
Several factors can come to play a part in the relative success of any e-business
initiative. In the case of a small travel agency, the following should be considered
carefully at each step:
Above all, making a decision is crucial. Of all the actors in the tourism industry,
travel agencies have been among the slowest (and sometimes the most resistant) in
reacting to the emergence of e-commerce and e-business. This may have to do with the
fact that most small agencies are run in collegial fashion, which may diffuse and slow
down the decision-making process, and also prevent any effort to effectively delegate
and accurately control the task of building and running an

E~business

initiative.

Jumpstarting a project of that sort requires sustained commitment, and small travel
agencies must be aware that their organizational profile puts them at risk in managing
such technologies.
Not being afraid to share resources and knowledge with other agencies. Chances
are that your e-business initiative will never see the light if you rely strictly on your own
capital. Forging alliances is crucial, but unfortunately it is not a natural tendency of
small travel agencies, since they are notoriously fierce competitors based mostly on
location. Yet, one must understand that the competitive landscape and space are
definitely not the same in e-commerce. Customers are not attracted merely by local
proximity (although it has a certain importance), but primarily by breadth of service,
expertise, and best value/cost guarantees. This is only achievable by allying with
partners who, most often, will develop a different specialization than your own.

9

Consequently, the fear of alliance and networks should be easily overcome by adopting
a realistic vision of e-commerce.
Specializing wisely and sticking to ones' guns.

Unfortunately, an E-Travel

agency may soon be flooded by a wider diversity of demands coming from online

channels, as opposed to its traditional street-level demands. This can easily create
disruption of ongoing operations, and lead an e-business initiative to be much less
profitable than offiine activities. The best way in such a case is to specialize in those
segments the agency is most likely to reach a reasonable level of profitability,
minimizing the time it requires to customize orders and relate to a limited but easily
accessible base of suppliers.
Finally, probably the most important lesson of all is to never loose your human
touch. Small travel agencies are renowned for their quality of service. However, as we
see with large agencies, the rapid shift to Call Centres and intensive Web relationship
can kill the bond that an agent most often develops with her/his clients. Consequently,
e-business initiatives should be aggressively disciplined around the principle of staying
close to the client, even if in this case it may mean a slightly less profitable e-business
initiative. Too much optimization in this case can lead to dire (and unforeseeable)
consequences over the long run. The best is to make sure that your e-commerce and ebusiness initiatives are at least as profitable as your offiine activities, and then start
improving from there.
2.5

Future of e-commerce and e-business: Travel Agency

All the contents below are the comments and opinions from travel industry
experts and analysts, which summarize the key trends and issues for the next few years.
Online Bookings:
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2500
(1)

Online booking will expand as more travel agencies move to the web.
As travel agencies develop more of a web presence, the number of

internet bookings will grow.
(2)

Business travelers are now paying more attention to internet booking
because companies large and small are increasingly wiring their travel
departments to provide internal online booking engines affiliated with
their existing travel agencies.

(3)

Online business should reach 17 percent of total sales within the next
four years.

Strategic Uses of the Internet:
{1)

Travel and hospitality companies are working both sides of the
internet at the same time. The goal is to attract and hold more
customers while lowering operating and procurement costs by making
their supply chains more efficient.

(2)

Online sites that offer both-the high-tech of the internet coupled with

the high- touch of online, i.e. real time assistance- will attract the most
new customers.
(3)

Airlines, hotels, travel agencies and others are using the internet to
layer efficient, "feel good" service for customers, open new sales
channel, and drive suppliers to offer lower costs and speed product
delivery with online procurement. Activities range from allowing
travelers to download flight information over wireless devices, to
creating B2B e-marketplaces for the airline, hospitality and cruise
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industries. Although internet use by the travel and hospitality industry
is widespread, e-commerce use is just starting to gather steam.
Brick-and-Mortar Agencies:
(1)

The rate of decline of the brick-and-mortar agencies will be slow
because leading technology providers are developing systems to
capture the knowledge and skill-bases of hundreds of agencies and
combining them into a virtual powerhouse of travel knowledge.

(2)

Soon we may see acquisitions of brick and mortar companies by
Global Distribution System <GDSs) to assure segment loyalty in the
long run and capitalize on the true industry strength, the individual
travel agent supported by phenomenal technology.

Home~based

d>

Travel Agents:

The

number

of home-based

travel

agents,

either

working

independently or as employees of a travel agency, will grow
exponentially.
(2)

Much of the travel agency skill-base has left the industry. The homebased agent concept will allow the industry to recapture that talent.

Consumer Behavior:
(1)

Industry statistics show vacation shoppers use the internet to gather
information~

(2)

but most still call suppliers directly or use a travel agent.

Consumers will use flight- only auction sites less frequently in the

future and only when the lowest price is the primary consideration.
The numerous restrictions like lousy flight connections and poor
service have made these sites lose their appeal.
12

Consumer Power:
(1)

There will be continued consolidation of online leisure travel sites
wherein the consumers will be the big winner: true travel portals for
complete leisure travel services.

(2)

At one time, part of a travel agent's job was to direct customers to the
vendor offering the highest bonus. Now, the internet has helped shift
the balance of power to the consumer. Virtually every supplier-

. l'mes, h_ote_s,
. trams,
. cruise
. 1·mes, even nat1ona
. I
I car-renta1compames,
air
limousine services- has its own website and many offer bonus
frequent-flier points to those who shop direct.

Loyalty:
<1>

Travel sites that can build brand loyalty and concentrate on oldfashioned customer service will emerge as the winners in this crowded

field.
Branding:
{l)

The Future belongs to a relative handful of internet companies that
establish themselves as major brands, with easy-to-use technology to
provide the best service within well-defmed travel niches.

{2)

"The big get bigger, the smaller get focused, and the middle dies"
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III.
3.1

BUSINESS CONCEPT

Company Background
In 1993, Advenjourney Co., Ltd, under management by Adventurer Group, was

established as a tour operator and a tour agency that specialized in adventure tours. The
company both arranges the adventurous trip by itself and collects various kinds of
adventurous packages such as canoeing, climbing, diving, fishing, mountain biking,
rafting and trekking from many companies providied to customers.
Because of the realization of the important role of the internet and e-commerce,
Advenjourney Co., Ltd. decided to create website www.advenjourney.com.to provide
the online reservation. The company's objectives are to increase selling channels and
increase sale volume.
Advenjourney.com will act as the online tour agency in selling adventure tour
packages on the website. The website will provide packages in Thailand and
neighboring countries beyond Thailand such as Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and
Myanmar. Besides, Advenjourney.com also provides customized tours for customers

who prefer tailor-made trips that match with their special needs.
3.2

How to Generate Revenue
Commission
Advenjoumey.com generates revenue from the commission fee of each package.

The company acts as an agent dealing with many tour operators in Thailand and many
countries. Then, the company selects only the interesting adventure packages that are
suitable for the target groups and contacts for acquiring the contact rate.
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The commission fee that Advenjourney.com adds is normally about 15 - 25% for
each package. (Price mark up must not be more expensive than the tour operator's
selling price)
Banner Advertisement

Revenue from banner advertising is the supplement income. The main target for
selling banner advertising is the brand products that are related to the adventure tours
such as camping, trekking, fishing, mountain bike products.
Moreover, Advenjoumey.com also focuses on any businesses that are involved in
tourism like other websites that are selling or servicing airline tickets, hotel reservations,
car rentals and etc.

Rates of banner advertising are different depending on the position on the web,
the size of advertising and the duration of the advertising to be displayed on the website.
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IV.

4.1

STRETEGIC AND MARKETING PLAN

Target Market

Demographic

(1)

Tourists from Europe, United States and Japan, about 70%

(2)

Thai Tourists 30%

(3)

Age between 20-40 years

(4)

Male 70% Female 30%

(5)

Certificate /Diploma or Graduate Education

(6)

Middle to High Income

(7)

Have credit card

Psychographic

(1)

Enjoy traveling

(2)

Like the outdoor activities

(3)

Like the adventure

(4)

Like nature

(5)

Use Internet

(6)

In Trend
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4.2

Competitive Analysis
Advenjoumey.com's competitors are both pure play and click and mortar
company. They can be not only the companies that solely do travel business
online but also the companies that have physical offices and create selling online
channels.
All of the above are also classified into 2 kinds.
4.3.1 Direct Competitors
Direct competitors are websites that act as center in consolidating many
kinds of adventure tour packages from many tour operators or agencies and retail
selling them on website. These websites will have many adventure activities and
provide many destinations in Asia.
The same as Advenjoumey.com, this kind of competitors mostly generate
revenues from commission fee or membership fee.
Examples is

Competitive Strategy
Advenjoumey.com competes with these competitors by using price strategy.
Most of them have already offered several kinds of adventure packages. So, price
will become the selling point attracting customers. Whenever, the customers need
to buy products, they will search from these websites, compare the price and
select products from the one who offers the cheaper price.
Therefore, price on Advenjoumey.com will be set a little lower than the
competitors,
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4.3.2 Indirect Competitors
Advenjoumey.com has many indirect competitors as shown below which do
similar business and can affect www.advenjoumey.com.
(1)

Tour agencies or websites that provide specific activity in
Asia.
Example is

_.__'-'.'_"_'_~,~~.':'c..",00_._,,_,~,~~~

which provides only trekking

packages in Asia.

(2)

Tour agencies or websites that sell general packages in Asia
but also provide the adventure tour packages for customers.
Examples

(3)

are

and

Local tour agencies or tour operators in each country that
have their own website and provide their adventure tour
packages.
Most of them specialize m each kind of activity such as:
providing

only

fishing

tour

packages in Thailand. This kind of competitors can share the
market with Advenjourney.com because many customers may
go directly to these websites.

Competitive Strategy
Advenjoumey.com competes with these competitors by using varied product strategy.
Varied in both activities and destinations will be Advenjoumey.com's advantage.
Customers access just only one website, but can look for many adventure packages in
and around Asia.
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4.3

SWOT Analysis

Strengths
(1)

Being a center of selling adventure tour online.
Advenjoumey.com is the website that consolidates many interested
adventure packages from many tour agencies and tour operators. Therefore,
advenjoumey's website has more products than other websites. Users access
just one website and find out any package they need from a large number of
packages.

(2)

Provide many categories of adventure tours
Packages provided on the website are categorized depending on activities.
Advenjoumey.com has more categories than other competitors' websites

because we have 7 categories such as trekking, river rafting, climbing,
canoeing, mountain biking, fishing and diving. To have variety in packages

above the competitors, is an advantage.
(3)

Provide adventure packages in many destinations in Asia.
Some indirect competitors' websites sell packages in only one specific
country. As different, Advenjoumey.com sells packages in more than one
destination countries such as Thailand, Laos, Myanmar and Cambodia and
also has the future plan to extend destinations in other countries.

(4)

Specialize in adventure tours.
Because of providing only adventure tours, Advenjoumey .com has more

experience and understanding in arranging and selecting packages that fit

the customers' needs.
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Weaknesses
(1)

Lack of online reservation experience

In the past, Advenjoumey Co., Ltd. was the tour operator and tour agency
that sold tour packages offline.

The company has just created

..:. ~..:.:...:..:.:.=""··'··"°"·"J.''-·"'·'·"·"-~··="·'·'' in order to increase sale volume. This is the first

time that the company is selling packages on the website. All of staffs have
no experience in online reservation.

So, it may cause trouble in the

beginning.
(2)

Limited cost

Even though Advenjourney Co., Ltd. is the leader in selling adventure tours
in Thailand, it is not the leader company in neighbouring countries. Besides,
Advenjoumey Co.,Ltd. is not an international company likes Diethelm
Travel Co., Ltd. or the Asian agency like Asian Trails Co., Ltd. which have
many branches in many countries. Therefore, Advenjoumey Co., Ltd. has
limited cost in creating and promoting Advenjoumey.com compared with
the competitors.
Opportunities
(1)

Increased Internet Usage

Increasing of the internet users has resulted in more people making
reservations online.
(2)

Travel industry in Thailand and Asia is continuing to grow.

Nowadays, Thailand and many countries in Asia have received income from
mainly tourism businesses. Thus, they launch many campaigns and special
activities in order to promote tourism in their countries. The growth in travel
industries will result in the growth of reservation online.
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(3)

Customers can book the package 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
Providing package tours on the website is means that tourists can make a
reservation 24 hours a day and 7 days a week. They can book packages at

anytime not even if the office is closed. Online reservation will be the
channel that provides better service to customers and also increase the
number of customers.
(4)

Customers can book the package anywhere

By using the internet, tourists can make reservations anywhere in the world.
They can plan their trips at home before the tour begins and pay all bills by
credit card. This process is more convenient and can reduce cost of
communication.

(5)

Online makes it easy for users to search for information and compare
the packages

Internet can display rapid search result. Tourists can search for tour package
information and compare the price among websites easily.

So~

this is why

tourists prefer to use the internet for searching and booking tour packages.

The more tourists use the internet in searching and booking,. the more
opportunity

company

for

the

company

to

get

revenue

from

Advenjourney.com.

Threats

(1)

Many direct and indirect online competitors as well as offiine
competitors
There are many direct and indirect competitors in the online adventure tour
business. When we search for "adventure tour" in the search engine, a large
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number of websites will be displayed. Therefore, high competition will
make the company think harder about the strategy competing with them.

(2)

Financial transaction on the internet is still not trustworthy
Many tourists hesitate to pay the bill online by using the credit caret They
do not have trust in the payment process and the security system especially
in the online world; it is hard to protect essential data from the intruders.

(3)

SARs or infectious disease
Infectious disease like SARs crisis affects tourism all over the world.

The

number of tourists decreased during the spread of the epidemic. Even
though SARs crisis is under control~ tourists are still anxious about traveling

to Asia.
4.4

Marketing Strategy

Product

Advenjourney.com provides adventure tour packages as products for both
individual and group of tourists from many countries. The company has several types of
adventure trips as follows:

(1)

Trekking

(2)

River rafting

(3)

Climbing

(4)

Canoeing

(5)

Mountain biking

(6)

Fishing

(7)

Diving

All types of trips are provided to many destinations not only in Thailand but also
in neighboring countries like Vietnam, Laos, Myanmar and Cambodia.
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However, Advenjoumey.com also divides products into 2 kinds, depending on the
operation.

(1)

Tour packages operated by Adventureney.com.

(2)

Tour

packages

operated

by

other

Advenjourney.coin's business partners.
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tour

operators

which

are

Price
Prices are varied in each package depending on the types of trip, duration, hotel
the customers select and other details in the packages.
Moreover, the kinds of products are also making the selling price of packages
differ.
(1)

Selling price of tour packages operated by Advenjourney.com.wilt plus at
least 25% from cost of the operation.
For example, if customers are interested in "3 Days 2 Nights: Trekking in
the North" package which is operated by Advenjourney .com. The cost of

operation is 2,500 baht. Jhen, the company will sell this package on the
website at at least 3,125 baht.

(2)

Sellin_g price of tour packages operated by other tour operators which are
Advenjourney.com's business partners wil1 be normally plus 15 - 25% from

the contract rate as the commission fee.
For example, if Advenjoumey.com is an agent in seHing '%Trekking One
DayH package of Skybird Holidays Co., Ltd. (Well-known local agency in
the North of Thailand) Contract rate given is 1,600 baht, Advenjourney.com
can post the price on the website between 1,840 - 2,000 baht but should not
be higher than Skybird's selling price by retail to their customers. (a little
bit cheaper than the business partners' selling price is recommended)
Place
As the internet has grown in less than a decadey the internet has become a global

network consisting of millions of users and being a significant medium for
communication and trade. Advenjourney

Co.~
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Ltd. sees the opportunity in using this:

channel in increasing the sale volume apart from the offline channel. So, the company
decided to create the website Advenjourney.com to provide products online.
Products information will be displayed on

Customers

who are interested in any packages can not only make a reservation and pay on the
website but also contact the physical office and pay by transfer fund to a bank account.

Promotion
Promotion to the Public
Advenjourney.com persuades tourists to become customers by using the following
methods:
(1)

Banner Swapping: This method is the most commonly used because it is
the least expensive form of banner advertising. Advenjoumey.com will
contact other companies/ websites who are interested in reciprocal banner
swap with Advenjourney.com.

(2)

Submitting URL to the search engines: this method is done by putting
URL to the well-known search engine that can be listed when users search
on the internet. The target audience can reach the company's website by
searching from the keyword.

(3)

Web board:

post messages in the communities where the participants

exchange the message. Messages will be posted in rooms which have
related topics to travel and adventure tours.
(4)

Chat room: Chat room refers to an arrangement where multiple participants
exchange messages over the internet in real time. Adventjoumey.com will
use staff accessing to chat room and promoting the website. Moreover, the
company also uses the chat room for collecting feedback and opinion of
customers.
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(5)

E-mail: Send e-mail about interested packages to target customers.

(6)

Printed Ad: Create and publish leaflets or post cards to advertise the

be displayed in internet cafes in the attractive tourism towns such as Chiang
Mai, Phuket, Pattaya, Koh Samui and etc.
Promotion on Website

(1)

Games& Activities

Create games and activities for motivating to potential customers on the
website such as photo contest, article contest which persuades users to send
the impressive stories about traveling in Thailand. If that story is selected,
the users will get a reward. Rewards are souvenirs from Thailand.
(2)

Membership

Give the special promotion to members who sign in and login for making a
reservation. Promotions are hotel discount, dinner cruise coupon, shows or
airline tickets and etc.

4.5

Key to Success
The primary keys to success are making the packages the most suitable for

customer's needs and selecting packages that are the most attractive and interesting for
the target customers. Many tourists are concerned about details of the tour programs.
They compare either price or itinerary before making any reservation. So, the agent who
can arrange and collect packages matching the adventurers'needs will have an
advantage over the competitors.
Rapid operation is also the important thing in making the website become
trustworthy for customers. The customers will be satisfied when a booking is confirmed
in a short time.
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Besides, many customers still not trust and understand e-booking processes. So, it
is essential to inform everything related to reservation such as booking policy, payment
and refund policy on the website.
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00

I"-,)

Advertising
Miscellaneous
Total

Operational staff
Account Executive
1
1
12
1

2
12
12

25,000
1,000
5,000
12,000
15,000
30,000
10,000

12

Quantit:y

Unit Price
50,000
500
8,000
5,000

Break Even Analysis: Project Cost

Items of Cost
Creating Website
Domain
Hosting
High Speed Internet
Hardware
P.C.
Software
Maintenance
Pe,ople (Salary)

Table 4.1.

144,000
180,000
300,000
10,000
814,500

50,000
12,000

Year!
50,000
500
8,000
60,000

774,.500

144,000
180,000
300,000
10,000

12,000
60,000

500
8,000
60,000

Year2

144,000
180,000
300,000
10,000
774,500

12,000
60,000

500
8,000
60,000

Year3

144,000
180,000
300,000
10,000
774,500

12,000
60,000

500
8,000
60,000

Year4

144,000
180,000
300,000
10,000
774,500

12,000
60,000

500
8,000
60,000

Year5

\0

•··..)

Analysis
Project Cost
Project Benefit
Benefit-Cost
Payback Period per Year
814,500
600,000
-214,500
-214,500

Year 1

Table 4.3 Break Even .Analysis : Project Analysis

360,000
240,000
600,000

Year 1

Break Even Analysis: Project Benefit

Items of Benefit
Commission fee from packages
Advertising (Banner)
Total benefit in each year

Table4.2.

YearJ

Year3

1,589,000 2,363,500
1,380,000 2,460,000
96,500
·209,000
·423,500 ~327,000

Year2

540,000
840,000
240,000
240,000
780,000 1,080,000

Year2

Year5

3,138,000
4,320,000
1, 182,000
855,000

Year4
3,912,500
6,180,000
2,267,500
3,122,500

Years

1,500,000 1,500,000
360,000
360,000
1,860,000 1,860,000

Year4

Figure 4.1.

Break Even Chart

CpmJ11fa~io_n.. F1e~

Yearl
Based on

~

Profit 300 baht per pax and selling 100 pax per month
(300xl00J =· 30,000 baht
Total profit per year wm be {30,000x12) = 360,000 baht

Year2
Based on - Profit 300 baht per pax and selling 150 pax per month

(300x150} = 45,000 baht
- Total profit per year

wm be <45,000x.12) = 540,000 baht

Year3
Based on - Profit 350 baht per pax and selling 200 pax pet' month

(350x200) = 70,000 baht

- Total profit per year win be (70,000x12} = 840,000 baht

Year 4-5
Based on - Profit 350 baht per pax and selling 250 pax per month
(350x250J = 87,500 baht

=Total profit per year will be (87,500x12) = 1,050,000 baht
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AdvJ~.rti_~ingB~umer

Year 1-3
Based on - Receive revenue from banner 20,000 per month
- Tofal revenue per year wm be (20,000xl2J = 240,000 baht

Year4-5
Based on Receive revenue from banner 30,000 per month
- Total revenue per year wm be {30,000x12} = 360,000 baht
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V.

5.1

5.2

WEB PROTOTYPE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

Site's Goals
(1)

To provide tour package information to customers

(2)

To provide online reservation service to customers

(3)

To draw attention to Advenjoumey.com from customers

Ask Questions and Filter the Answers
(1)

What is ·'·'-'·'--..:.:..=..=-=-=-~"==-. =c:...=:..,,L...:..:'.:.::..==
Advenjoumey.com 1s an online reservation website that provides
adventure tour packages. Packages offered on the website are varied
including many destinations in Asia.

(2)

Why use the name "Advenjoumey.com"?
The name "Advenjoumey.com" is the same as the company's name. It
is short and easy to remember. Moreover, it is also related to products
which is the adventure tour package. With this name, it will remind
customers whenever they think about adventure tours.

(3)

What is the short term plan for creating . :. .:..:. .:...:. . . . :. ==·=.=·"'·"""''"'. .=..:==-"=--=..:..,;...:..:....:..:=
The short term plan is to establish the website to become well known
and create awareness among foreign tourists from Europe, United
States and Japan.

(4)

What is the long term plan for creating . ~C'-'-'--'··""-"'--''...=.o.L'c..OC:.c.~..~:J.~'-"..'-"-"
The long term plan is to be the leading adventure tour online
reservation website in Thailand and Indochina.
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5.3

\Vebsite Content
(ll

Static Contents

Static contents are contents that are presented in a st,.::mdard form and not
often changed. Examples are About Us, Contact Us, Terms and Condition,

Policies and etc.
(2)

Dynamic Contents

Most information that are shown in this site is dynamic contents that can be
changed or modified by Advenjourney.com's administrators such as

packages tour infornmtion and prices.
5.4

Identify Content and Functional Requirements
(1)

Identify Content
Users can identify their requirements and go directly to information from all
contents by using link menu at the left hand side.

(2)

Functional Requirements

(a)

Membership Registration
Membership Registration is the requirement for the
website result from the security and customer relationship
management. The website's staff.:; can trace customers if there
are any problems and staffs also can send interesting promotions

and news to customers. Besides, the website can use customer
infonnation as statistics to improve and develop the website in
the future.

(b)

Client Management
34

This system allows staffs to add or edit information about
tour operators and tour agencies that are partners with

Advenjourney and also record condition and contact rate of each

client
(c)

Tour Management
This part is designed for adding or editing clients, tour
packages, tour infonnation, and prices.

<dJ

Booking St.atus

Staffs can check booking status if that booking is on
process (waiting for confinnatiom or completed at this part.

(e)

Payment System
Th1s part is designed for making a bank settlement with
the bank, refund process and etc.

c5

Promotion

This part is used for controlling all banners and special
promotion on the web page such as browse for new banners on
the web page, add or edit new or special promotions, games and
activities on the web page.
(gl

Banner management

Staffs can browse banners that can be shown on the
website by using banner management.
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5.5

Site Structu:re

Website

Members

Admin

Username

Client Management

[±~~~]

Tour Management

Profile

Booking Status

Select Package

Payment System

Booking Infom1ation

Promotion

Favorite

Banner

Figure 5.1.

Site Structure.
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5.6

Site Map

Horne

About
Us

Contact
Us

Terms&
Conditio

Site
Map

Privacy
Policy

Reservation
& Refund

Policy

Login

Thailand

•
•

..
.

•
•
"

Canoeing
Climbing

Diving

Cambodia

•

•

..
..

Fishing
Mountain Biking•
Rafting
Trekking
•

•

Canoeing
Climbing

Diving

Myanmar

Laos

..

•

..
.

Canoeing
Climbing

•

Fishing
Mountain Biking•
Rafting
•
Trekking

Fishing
Mountain Biking•
Rafting
•
Trekking

"

Diving

•

..
..

"

Canoeing
Climbing

Diving

Credit Card Form

Site Map of Advenjourney.com.
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•

..•

..

Fishing
Mcmnrain Biking•
Rafting
•
Trekking

Booking Form

Figure 5.2.

Vietnam

"

Canoeing
Climbing

Diving
Fishing
Mountain Biking
Rafting
Trekking

5.7 Logo

Figure 5.3.

Advenjourney's Logo.

Advenjourney uses the text "advenjourney" in the rock style font as its logo
because it is easy to remember and can present the adventurous feeling. Moreover,
the bold font style shows the energetic feeling.

5.8. Visual Design
Advenjoumey is the website that provides adventure tours, and the overall mood
and tone for creating the website must present the natural and adventurous feeling. So,
the main color on the website is brown instead of nature and land. The website uses
brown color rather than green because brown is better for presenting a tough and
energetic feeling.
The website uses pictures that are related to activities, e.g. compass picture.
The website shows many adventure tour pictures on its first page to attract the
users for the first time. Function design is simple and easy to use by providing 'html'
linkable menus at the left hand side.
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5.9

Layout Grids

Figure 5.4.

Layout Grids of Advenjoumey.com.
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5.10 Design Sketches and Page Mock-up

Logo

Picture

New Packages
or
Packages
Promotion

Picture

Member Zone
Games
&

Activities

Figure 5.5.

Design Sketches and Page Mock-up of Advenjourney.com.
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5.11 Web Page
5.11.1 Home Page

~

ill~D~
(~

W$
~Jftllt.U
V~!Hm

Figure 5.6. Home Page of Advenjoumey.com.
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5.11.2 Introduction Page

Figure 5.7. Introduction Page of Advenjourney.com.
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5.11.3 Listing Page

Figure 5.8. Listing Page of Advenjoumey.com.
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5.11.4 Detail Page

Figure 5.9.

Detail Page of Advenjoumey.com.
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5.11.5 Booking Page

Figure 5.10. Booking Page of Advenjoumey.com.
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5.11.6 Credit Card Information Page

Credit Card Information
Credit Card Type :

•~•-••••c•c•,C•••''""'·"••••••••·,_,_,_.,,,,.,,.,,,.

Credit Card No :
Cw No:

Figure 5.11.

Credit Card Information Page of Advenjourney .com.
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5.11.7 Booking Summary Page

Figure 5.12.

Booking Summary Page of Advenjourney.com.
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5.11.8 Tour Voucher Page

Figure 5.13.

Tour Voucher Page of Advenjoumey.corn.
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5.12 Database Design
Database is designed into 11 tables as follows:

Client: All information about clients (tour operators and tour agencies) such as
packages that those clients provide will be kept at the client table.

Member: This table contains customers' information such as name, surname,
address, telephone number, email address, favorite activities, etc.

Category: The category table is used to keep categories of activity such as
canoeing, climbing, diving, fishing, mountain biking, trekking and river rafting.

Country: This table keeps all countries where the package tours are offered.
There are 5 countries in the database such as Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar
and Vietnam.

Destination: This table keeps all information about places that the tours are
involved.

Province: All provinces that the tours are involved are kept at this table.
Location: The website needs location table to collect data about the location the
tour are involved with because some locations are well known for tourists but
those locations are not the provinces such as Pattaya, Khao Soke and Koh Samui.

Package: This table contains package information such as package name, package
itinerary and package code.

Order: The order table keeps the data about booking details such as the number
of seats, the number of adults or children and single supplement.

Date: The date table will be keep the information about the dates of the tour
departures

Price: The price table is used to keep price information such as adult price, child
price and single supplement price.
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Client

1

Order

l
M

Category

M

1

Member

M

1

Package

M

1

Country

1

1
M

Province

1

M

Destination

Price

1

M

1

M

Location

Date

M

Figure5.14.

E-R Diagram
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5.13 Security Design
(1)

Payment Security System
The website will use the payment gateway of the Bank of Asia (BOAJ.
When customers fill .the credit card information, this information will be
sent directly to the Bank of Asia without records at Advenjoumey's back
office. This process can protect the company from fraud because no one will
know the credit card number.
In addition, the website will also use Secure Socket Layer (SSLJ which
is an approach to securely transfer the credit card details across the network
and them treat the transaction in the same way as a mail order-telephone
order (MOTOJ transaction. After that, encrypt the buyer-to-merchant
communications link so that attackers cannot intercept the credit card
details. Merchants must be authenticated in some way to prevent attackers
posing as merchants in order to capture card details.
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Vl.

6.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
This project is the online reservation website for adventure tour packages in
Thailand and neighboring countries like Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam.
Products provided on the website have 7 categories as follows: canoeing,
climbing, diving, fishing, mountain biking, trekking and rafting. The website
collects many packages from many tour operators and tour agencies at contract
rates, then, the website generates revenue from commission fees and advertising
banners on the web page.
The price make up from the contract rate is normally about 15-25

%

per

package. However, this project plans to have 150 bookings per month and receive
profits in the third year.
The website's main target groups are tourists from Europe on countries,
United States, Japan and Korea who prefer to travel with adventurous style and
buy product online.
The ways to promote Advenjourmey .com to target groups are submitting
URL on the search engine and other methods such as banner swapping, sending email to target customers, using the web board and printed media.
This website has many direct and indirect competitors such as websites that
sell adventure tour packages online and website that sells similar packages online.
However, this website has advantages over its competitors because the website
has varied kinds of adventurous tour packages in many countries. Nevertheless,
Advenjourney.com's administrators and staffs have no experience in online
reservation.
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About the interface design, the overall mood and tone are simple and clear.
The website uses brown color to present the natural and adventurous feeling
because all packages must involve the outdoor activities. Font in rock style is used
for the website's name and logo because this image can express the tough
emotion. The most important elements in the website are information about
itinerary and price and pictures of each package for promoting packages to
customers.

6.2

Recommendations
(1)

Extend categories of packages and destinations in Asia
Within 3 years, this website will extend service to other countries in
Asia such as in China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, India and etc. The
company has to deal with many tour operators in each country and then
bring the interested packages to sell on the website. Moreover, this project
plans to have more categories of packages in the future, for example bird
watching, skiing, sailing and etc. depending on what are the activities which
are popular at that time. The more varied the packages and destinations are
on the website, the more competitive edge over the competitors.

(2)

Customized Tours
Customized tour is another choice for customers who prefer
specialized packages that match their needs. At present, customers request
their needs by sending online inquiries. In the next few years, the website
plans to develop a web page and system that serves the customized tour
forms that will decrease time in servicing the customers.
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(3)

Develop contents to be more interesting
In the future, there are project plans to have more interesting
information and useful articles about traveling in Asia, to draw attention of
the customers. These articles will motivate the customers to go outside and
make a reservation on the website.

(4)

Create activities and promotions to attract potential customers
To create more activities that attract potential customers and build
loyalty to the website; is ont of th~ fut:ure pla9s;. Activiti,es axe. games an,d
promotions, special coupons or any contest on the. website, Besides, the.
website will also join with. other as.soc_iaJiqus

or

comnrnnilie~ in e(}ch

country in promoting the website and adventure tours such as cooperation
with the Mountain Biking Assoc_iationto hold. the_ mountain bike trips.

Reservation and Refund Policy
Reservation Policy
(1)

Reservations can be made 72 hours to 11 months from now.

(2)

After the customers finish making the reservation, they will receive the
booking summary immediately.

(3)

Reservation will be confirmed within 24 hours. Customers will receive tour
vouchers by an e-mail for confinnation.

(4)

A credit card holder must be a member of the party requesting service or
must be able to verify the relationship between the credit card holder and the
user of the booking request.

(5)

Guests aged 12 or under are considered as children, unless otherwise stated.
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Refund Policy

If unexpected circumstances should arise and impact customers holidays plans,
Advenjourney.com will refund the customer's money. Rates of refund are derived from
the company suppliers'requirements, and can be summarized as follows:
(1)

Cancellation within 3.0 days or more before the trip commencement -- full
refund.

(2)

15-30 days - 70% will be refunded.

(3)

7-14 days -50% will be refunded.

( 4)

Less than 7 days --no refund

However, the above rates are valid for all trips offered at Advenjoumey;com,
unless otherwise stated by an agent upon confirmation of booking. For authentication
purposes, only written cancellation notice (e-mail or fax) will be accepted.
The refund will be made through bank transfers or through the customers' credit
cards, depending on the original method of purchase.
If customers purchase was made through a credit card, the amount they receive
will reflect a 3% deduc:tion from the full price as a result of the. processing ... charged by
the credit card company. Additionally, although Advenjourney.com will instruct the
bank to handle the crediting process immediately upon notification of cancellation, it
could take up several· weeks for the actual crediting to take place, depending on the
Bank's practice.
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APPENDIX A

BOOKING AND PAYMENT PROCESS

Booking and Payment Process
(1)

Customers make a reservation on the website

Customers go to www.advenjoumey.com. After they select the tour package
which they are interested in on the website, they have to fill the booking details,
and personal and credit card information in the forms.

(2) Receive booking summary
When customers finish booking, the booking details and personal information
along with order number will be sent to Advenjourney.com whereas the credit
card information and order number will be sent directly to the bank. Customers
will receive the booking summary immediately for reference.

(3) Reservation will be confirmed within 24 hours
Advenjourney.com will contact tour operators urgently for checking availability.
If that tour package can depart, Advenjourney.com will send tour vouchers as

confirmation for the reservation. At the same time, Advenjoumey.com will send
customers' order number to the bank for making a bank settlement. However, if
the tour cannot depart, Advenjourney.com will send informing e-mail to
customers and also inform the bank for making a reversal process.

(4) Print out voucher
After customers receive the tour voucher for confirmation, they have to print out
the voucher and present to the tour operator on the departure day.
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Booking and Payment Process

1. Credit card information &
Order No.

Bank

4. Send order no. to bank for
making bank settlement
4. Send voucher to customer
for confirmation

Customer

1. Booking information &
Order No.

Advenjourney.com

2. Check available with tour
operator

3. Tour operator confirm
availability

Tour Operator

Figure A. I.

Booking and Payment Process
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APPENDIXB

ADMINISTRATION SYSTEM <BACK OFFICE)

Administration System (Back Office)
1. Login and Password Page

All contents on the website must be controlled and modified by authorized staffs
only. Staffs that are responsible for updating contents will have a personal login and
password to access the system.

Login:
Password:

Figure A.2.
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Login and Password Page.

2. Administration Page
This page is divided into 4 parts as follows.

(1)

Membership Registration: Membership Registration is the requirement for
the website result from the security and customer relationship management.
The website's staffs can trace customers if there are any problems and staffs
also can send interesting promotions and news to customers. Besides, the
website can use customer information as statistics to improve and develop
the website in the future.

(2) Client Management: This system allows staffs to add or edit information
about tour operators and tour agencies that are partners with Advenjoumey
and also record condition and contact rate of each client.

(3) Tour Management: This part is designed for adding or editing clients, tour
packages, tour infonnation, and prices.

(4)

Booking Status: Staffs can check booking status if that booking is on
process (waiting for confirmation) or completed at this part.

(5)

Payment System: This part is designed for making a bank settlement with
the bank, refund process and etc.

(6)

Promotion: This part is used for controlling all banners and special
promotions on the web page such as browse for new banners on the web
page, add or edit new or special promotions, games and activities on the web
page;

(7)

Banner management: Staffs can browse banners that can be shown on the
website by using banner management.
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Add Client

Client Management

Edit Client
Condition & Contract

Add Packave

Tour Management

Edit Package
Booking Status

Payment System

Promotion

Promotions

Games & Activities

Rann er

StJhmit

Figure A.3.

Administration Page.
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